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2018 Program for  Part 3 & 4 

Program may be subject to changes 

Call for 2019 Contributors 

Military History Group Members are invited 
to consider presentations you might like to 
give or hear next year. Please also let the 
Convenor, Rob Ellis or Advisory Members  
know of guest speakers who could be invit-
ed to share military experiences which 
would be of interest to our Members.  

U3A equipment can be organised and assis-
tance in the preparation of presentations 

can be given if required. 
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Nubian Empire vs 
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Military Censorship 
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The 30 Years War 
Part 1618—1648 
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Remembrance 
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Central Station Sydney  1916 
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Regiment  Vietnam 1966—1971 

Page 6: Japanese War Crimes Trials by Aus-

tralian Courts 

Page 7: A Windship Weapon Called Fu-Go   
Balloon or Fire Balloon (1944 to 1945): 

Page 8:  William Henry "Bill" Kibby, VC  
Page 8: War Cartoon 

Page 9: Poets Corner 

The Last Australian Fight - the Capture of Montbrehain 

 

An attack on 5 October was to be the last in which Australian troops would take part. The last brigade fought 
and took Montbrehain village, and with that, the Hindenburg Line was completely broken. The defence of this 
sector was then handed over to Americans troops, while the Australians, exhausted and depleted, were 

withdrawn for a rest. 

 

By this time, most Australian troops had been fighting for six months without a break, 11 out of 60 battalions 
were disbanded because there were so few men left in them, and 27,000 men had been killed or wounded 

since the Battle of Amiens. The troops were worn and war weary. 

Captain Francis Fairweather wrote in late September: 

Unless one understands the position it would seem that the Australians are being worked to death as we 

have been going continuously since 27th March but they are the only troops that would have the initiative for 

this type of warfare. 

Some Australian units continued to support British and US forces until early November, and the Australian 
Flying Corps (which had remained an independent force, even though small compared with the Royal Air 

Force) also stayed in action until the war's end. 

Hindenburg Line Broken  

https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/nsw/the-battle-of-central-station-1916-ng-c4503a2ec96afa90937910229da385df
https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/nsw/the-battle-of-central-station-1916-ng-c4503a2ec96afa90937910229da385df
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victoria_Cross
https://www.awm.gov.au/exhibitions/1918/battles/amiens
https://www.awm.gov.au/visit/exhibitions/1918/battles/warweary
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Our Centenary - World War 1 Timeline  - September —  October 1918 

September 12, 1918 - The first stand-alone attack by Americans occurs as the U.S. 1st Army attacks the southernmost portion of the Western Front in France at 
St. Mihiel. The offensive is supported by an unprecedented 1,476 Allied aircraft used as part of a coordinated air-ground attack. Within 36 hours, the Americans 

take 15,000 prisoners and capture over 400 pieces of artillery as the Germans withdraw. 

September 15, 1918 - The Allies push the Bulgarians out of Serbia as French, Serbian and Italian troops make rapid gains, advancing nearly 20 miles northward 
from Greece in three days. Bulgarian troops attempting to redeploy westward through the narrow Kosturino Pass are relentlessly bombarded by airplanes and 
overall troop morale collapses. Meanwhile, political turmoil strikes at home as anti-war riots erupt in Bulgaria's cities along with Russian-style revolutionary fervor 

that results in the proclamation of local soviets. 

September 19, 1918 - In the Middle East, the Allies launch a cavalry attack to push the Turks out of Palestine. Australian and Indian cavalry divisions smash 
through the Turkish defenses around Megiddo on the first day and gallop northward, as British infantry follow, while the RAF and Arab fighters disrupt communica-

tion and supply lines. As the Turkish armies collapse, they withdraw northward toward Damascus with the Allies in pursuit. 

September 26, 1918 - The U.S. 1st Army and French 4th Army begin a joint offensive to clear out the strongly defended corridor between the Meuse River and the 
Argonne Forest. Here, the Germans do not fall back and the battle soon resembles action from earlier years in the war. Amid a steady rain, the troops advance 

yard-by-yard over the muddy, crater-filled terrain with 75,000 American casualties suffered over six weeks of fighting. 

Hindenburg Line Broken 

September 27, 1918 - The British 1st and 3rd Armies, aided by Australians and the U.S. 2nd Corps, break through a 20-mile portion of the Hindenburg Line be-

tween Cambrai and St. Quentin. 

September 28, 1918 - Belgian and British troops push back the Germans in the Fourth Battle of Ypres. Unlike the previous drawn-out battles, this one lasts just 

two days as the Belgians take Dixmude and the British secure Messines. 

September 28, 1918 - Confronted by the unstoppable strength of the Allies and faced with the prospect of an outright military defeat on the Western Front, Gen-
eral Ludendorff suffers a nervous collapse at his headquarters, losing all hope for victory. He then informs his superior, Paul von Hindenburg, the war must be 
ended. The next day, Ludendorff, accompanied by Hindenburg, meet with the Kaiser and urge him to end the war. The Kaiser's army is becoming weaker by the 
day amid irreversible troop losses, declining discipline and battle-readiness due to exhaustion, illness, food shortages, desertions and drunkenness. The Kaiser 

takes heed from Hindenburg and Ludendorff, and agrees with the need for an armistice. 

September 29, 1918 - Bulgaria signs an armistice with the Allies, becoming the first of the Central Powers to quit the war. 

October 1, 1918 - In the Middle East, Damascus is captured by Australian troops and Arab fighters. 

October 2, 1918 - A military representative sent by Ludendorff to Berlin informs the legislature the war is lost and that armistice discussions should begin immedi-

ately. The German politicians are shocked by the news, having largely been kept in the dark by the General Staff and the Kaiser till now. 

Germans Request Armistice 

October 4, 1918 - President Woodrow Wilson receives a request from the German government, sent via the Swiss, asking for armistice discussions on the basis 
of his Fourteen Points. The Germans have bypassed the French and British in the hope of negotiating with Wilson who they perceive as more lenient. They are 
disappointed, however, when Wilson responds with a list of demands as a prelude to discussions including German withdrawal from all occupied territories and a 

total halt of U-Boat attacks. 

October 5, 1918 - The Allies break through the last remnants of the Hindenburg Line. 

October 6, 1918 - A provisional government proclaims the state of Yugoslavia, signaling the beginning of the breakup of the old Hapsburg (Austro-Hungarian) 

Empire in central Europe which had existed for six centuries. 

October 7, 1918 - Poland, formerly part of the Russian Empire, proclaims itself as an independent state. 

October 8, 1918 - The British 3rd and 4th Armies take 8,000 German prisoners while advancing toward Cambrai and LeCateau. 

October 13, 1918 - The Germans engage in a general retreat along a 60-mile portion of the Western Front in France stretching from St. Quentin southward to the 

Argonne Forest, as French and American armies steadily advance. 

October 14, 1918 - Germans abandon positions along the Belgian coast and northernmost France as the British and Belgians steadily advance. 

October 17, 1918 - King Albert of Belgium enters the city of Ostend on the Belgian coast. 

October 23, 1918 - Under pressure from the French and British, President Wilson informs the German government that armistice negotiations can not ensue with 
the current military or Imperial war leaders still in place. An outraged General Ludendorff then disavows the negotiations as 'unconditional surrender' and is forced 

to resign by the Kaiser. In the face of such turmoil, the armistice negotiations are conducted principally by civilian members of Germany's government. This will 

become the basis of a postwar "stab in the back" claim by German militarists asserting their troops at the Front were sold out by the politicians back home. 
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Scrubs to Camouflage 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Canberra nurse, Ali Reardon, wore camouflage instead of scrubs for her recent 

overseas endeavour. 

In February, the Army Reservist, who in her civilian role works at the Canberra 
Hospital's Emergency Department, deployed on Operation Highroad to Afghani-

stan. 

Nursing Officer Capt Alison Reardon, an instructor at the Army School of Health, is 
deployed to the UK-led Role 1 Medical Treatment Facility at Camp Qargha, near 

Kabul. 

Camp Qargha is home to the Australian and coalition troops who work as advisers 

or force support elements at the Marshal Fahim National Defence University. 

Capt Reardon said the staff at the medical facility comprised UK and Australian 

medical officers, nursing officers and medics. 

“It’s a great team and fantastic to work with coalition health care professionals in a 

NATO environment,” she said. 

“Our main role at Camp Qargha is primary health care and we see on average 12 

patients a day, including Australian, coalition forces and civilian contractors. 

“Easy access to health care boosts the morale of the troops and our approachable, 
welcoming staff have a positive impact. About 300 ADF personnel are deployed on 
Operation Highroad, which is the ADF's commitment to NATO's Resolute Support 

mission. 

The purpose of Resolute Support is to help the Afghan security forces and institu-
tions develop the capacity to defend Afghanistan and protect its citizens in a sus-

tainable manner. 

Capt Reardon said the force preparation for the Australian medical staff included 
training in Townsville for two months with 3RAR soldiers of the Force Protection 

Element. 

“This included mass casualty exercises, point-of-injury training and working out of a 

medical backpack to prepare us for working in an isolated Role 1 facility,” she said. 

“Working in a Role 1 Medical Treatment Facility made us think differently about 
how we would manage and assess patients, because we couldn’t just roll them 

down the hall to surgery like at home (Canberra Hospital). 

“The training at Lavarack Barracks also helped us to get to know the soldiers we 

would be deploying with for the next six months.” 

As a Master of Advanced Practice in Emergency and a rural and isolated practice 
endorsed registered nurse, Capt Reardon said her civilian experience in emergen-
cy, triage, resuscitation and trauma transferred well to a military medical facility in 

Afghanistan. 

“As the solo nurse working in the Camp Qargha trauma bay, I felt well prepared to 

manage critically unwell or injured patients,” she said. 

“My role in Afghanistan also gave me more opportunities to perform advanced 

clinical assessments. 

Prayer and Remembrance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Australian Army’s Principal Chaplain, Brigadier Darren Jaensch, will 
lead the prayers at one of the biggest Anzac Day ceremonies in the world 

this year: the Dawn Service at Villers-Bretonneux in France. 

The padre will read the Prayer of Remembrance, Prayer for Peace and the 
Final Blessing to an expected audience of 9000 people at the Australian 
National Memorial, set amid 2100 graves of World War I soldiers at the 

Villers-Bretonneux Military Cemetery.  

The audience will include His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales, as well 
as the Prime Ministers of Australia and France and the descendants of Aus-

tralian diggers who fought and died on the Western Front. 

The service will also be watched live on television by thousands of Australi-

ans around the world. 

“I have had the privilege of visiting some of the battlefields and cemeteries 
dotted throughout this region of France over the past week and have been 
struck by the sheer magnitude of sacrifice and hardships suffered by soldiers 

on both sides of the war,” Chaplain Jaensch said. 

“I have also been humbled by the genuine gratitude and love demonstrated 
by the people who live here, towards the Australian soldiers who fought and 

died on their soil and for their freedom. 

“Despite the fact that 100 years has passed, the French are still flying Aus-
tralian flags through their towns and showing heart-felt appreciation for what 

our ancestors did in this place, and that’s very moving.” 

The 2018 Dawn Service will not only commemorate the lives of all Australi-

ans who have served and died in all conflicts, but will also coincide with the 

100th anniversary of the Battle of Villers-Bretonneux. 

“It is a little bit hard to look at the plush fields here in the Somme region and 
imagine the destruction and devastation that defined the landscape a centu-

ry ago,” Chaplain Jaensch said. 

“These Aussie diggers volunteered to come to the other side of the world, to 
fight an enemy they knew little about, to defend the freedom of strangers 

and to have the backs of their mates. 

“Many of these men never returned home to know the joys they fought so 

bravely to safeguard. 

“For that alone, they deserve to be remembered.” 

Following the Dawn Service, Chaplain Jaensch and a small delegation of 
Australian Defence Force personnel will march through the French town of 

Bullecourt, where they will conduct another service at the Digger Memorial. 

This year marks the final year in the Australian Government’s four-year
-long Centenary of Anzac commemorative program, which has marked 
the 100-year anniversaries of significant events involving Australian 

soldiers over the four-years of World War I. 
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The Liverpool Riot or The Battle of  Central Station - Sydney  1916 

At Anzac Day we pay homage to the soldiers who sacrificed so much for their country, but one soldier’s death – and the incident surrounding it – has largely been 

forgotten in the forging of the Anzac legend. 

“There were abrasions on the chin and the bridge of the nose, and an entrance wound of a bullet on the right cheek, above the angle of the mouth. The lower jaw 
was fractured in front, and the tongue was much lacerated; the left, internal jugular vein was torn. The bullet passed out the lower part of the left side of the neck 
and then entered the left shoulder fracturing the collar-bone and shoulder-blade, and was found on the outer side of the shoulder more or less broken up and flat-

tened out.” 

Private Ernest William Keefe’s end was reported in a lot more detail than most soldiers’ deaths in World War 1, but his story isn’t widely known almost a century on. 

That’s because his demise didn’t happen on the battlefields of Europe, or in the trenches of Gallipoli. He was killed in gunfire at Sydney’s Central Station when 

rioting soldiers were fired upon by their comrades. 

It was breakfast time on Valentine’s Day 1916 when about 5000 soldiers camped at Casula went on strike over a new training syllabus being instituted. With their 
protest having no effect, the men marched out of the camp and onto Liverpool, the principal training camp of the Commonwealth. The strikers were joined by the 

troops there, and soon 15,000 were marching. 

As one soldier told The Sydney Morning Herald after the riot: “Things were very good in Liverpool camp up till the order was issued that the men would have to put 
in an hour and a half’s extra parade each day. This came as a surprise to those who had conscientiously obeyed all orders and instructions from their officers… 
although during the last week very strenuous work has been meted out to them. As an instance, men leaving drill or fatigue at 4 pm were ordered to stand by for 

picket or entrenching work which would take them throughout the night to carry out. In some cases men have been asked to do 27 hours’ work without break.” 

The striking soldiers headed to Liverpool Station and boarded trains to the city. Some had a few roadies before heading off. Police Sergeant Denis Coates, sta-
tioned at Liverpool, told the Coroner’s Inquest into Keefe’s death, “the conduct of some of the soldiers at Liverpool was very riotous. They broke ranks and rushed 
the bar of the Railway Hotel, and took £140 worth of liquor from the bar. They broke a plate glass window, and rolled casks of beer into the street and consumed 

the contents.” After they cleaned out the Railway Hotel, they tackled the Commercial Hotel and the Golden Fleece, then raided the pie cart at Holsworthy Bridge. 

The first trainload of soldiers reached the city on the 11.13 train. On the platform soldiers formed columns of four and marched through the streets, following flag-

bearers and accompanied by trumpets, making their complaints known. As they went through the streets, fruit carts were raided, and cars commandeered. 

In the evening the scenes grew rowdier. German businesses like Kleisdorff Tobbacconist on the corner of Hunter and Castlereagh Street and The German Club in 
Phillip Street had their windows smashed in. Also attacked, with no 
apparent German link, were the Philadelphia Fruit Company and GT 

Forage, tool dealer, in the Queen Victoria Markets. 

At 8.15 Lieutenant-Colonel Logan, who was stationed at the Agricultur-
al Show Grounds, led 150 troops to Central Station to help restore 
order. He reminded his men that the mutineers were comrades, and 

told them to use the butts of their rifles rather than bayonets. 

Logan and his men worked to keep trouble-making civilians from loiter-
ing at the station and encourage soldiers on their return to Liverpool. 
One soldier who wasn’t in a hurry to leave was Private Keefe. He was 

seen wandering the assembly platform in a dazed condition. 

Logan claimed that after being asked to move on to his departure 
platform a third time, Keefe clapped his breast pocket and explained, 

“I’ve got enough here to give me permission to remain.” 

His mother, Kate Keefe, had told the inquest her son owned a revolver 
since his time as an overseer on the Solomon Islands, and he kept it 

for revolver practice at camp. 

At 10.30pm Private Keefe was gathering with mutineers in the eastern 
archway of the station. Logan warned unless they cleared the archway 

for the departure platforms, he would take action. 

On the count of three, Logan’s men charged with rifle butts. The muti-
neers drove them back with a fire hose. Civilians joined in throwing 

bottles and stones. 

Shots were fired from the eastern arch. Logan claimed they came from Keefe, though he didn’t see it himself. Twenty-five rounds were fired by Logan’s soldiers in 
self-defence. Several men were injured. Keefe fell to the ground by the fire hose, dead. More shots were fired from the crowd as his body was carried to the re-

freshment room. His revolver was never recovered. 

The Acting City Coroner, Mr A Gates, found that “the deceased, Ernest William Keefe, died from the bullet wound in the head, justifiably inflicted upon him by a 

military picket, then in the lawful execution of their duty in maintaining the public peace and suppressing a riot of mutinous soldiers and civilians.” 

He said, “It is hoped that the mutinous soldiers will, by their bravery on the battlefield, wipe out the stigma attached to their name, owing to their participation in 

these calamitous proceedings.” 

Mrs Keefe told the inquest, “My son always used to say there was nothing to complain of at the camp, and that he did not know what the men wanted to make a 

bother about.” She said Ernerst was engaged to be married and used to contribute to her support, and described him as “a generous and good-hearted lad.” 

Keefe was buried at Waverley Cemetery. Today his name is remembered on the Roll of Honour at the Australian War Memorial. 

Soldiers on strike march on to George St, 14 February 1916  

https://www.perthnow.com.au/news/nsw/the-battle-of-central-station-1916-ng-c4503a2ec96afa90937910229da385df
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 Between 1966 and 1971 each of three "sabre" squadrons of the Special Air Service Regiment (SASR) completed two tours of Vietnam. The SAS was based at Nui 
Dat where it acted as the "eyes and the ears" of the 1st Australian Task Force (1ATF) and operated throughout Phuoc Tuy province as well as in Bien Hoa, Long 
Khanh, and Binh Tuy provinces. SAS personnel were highly trained and their role in Vietnam varied from conducting reconnaissance patrols and observing enemy 
movement to offensive operations deep in enemy territory. The SAS had the highest "kill" ratio of any Australian unit in Vietnam. The Australian SAS operated 
closely with the New Zealand SAS and New Zealand SAS soldiers were attached to each Australian squadron.  
 
Australian military advisors had been serving in Vietnam since 1962. In 1965 Australia's contribution to the war increased to an infantry battalion and, the following 
year, to a self contained task force of two infantry battalions, an SAS squadron, and other support elements.  
 
Flying to Vietnam from the SAS regimental base in Perth, 3 Squadron arrived at Vung Tau via Saigon on 16 June 1966 and moved to Nui Dat the next day. From 20 
to 22 June each troop conducted a 24-hour patrol of the area immediately around the base at Nui Dat. The first enemy contact occurred on 25 June when 3 Squad-

ron was fired on by a group of Viet Cong (VC).  

 
By the end of June, as Nui Dat developed and the Australian infanty began patrolling the area around the base, the SAS began patrolling further afield. 3 Squad-
ron's first long-range patrol was to the Nui Dinh hills, seven kilometers west of Nui Dat. In July the SAS began patrolling around Long Tan village, Nui Dat 2, Long 
Tan, Binh Ba, and other areas. Following the mortar attack on the task force base in the early hours of 17 August, patrols were sent to locate the enemy. However, 
it remains a matter of conjecture if the SAS discovered the presence of the VC force before D Company, 6RAR during the battle of Long Tan. For the rest of the 
year and into 1967 the squadron patrolled throughout the province.  
 
The squadron carried out a number of different tasks in addition to jungle patrolling. Personnel went on exchange with American Special Forces, while American 
personnel joined the Australians. In November the squadron supported 5RAR during Operation Hayman, manning assault boats and patrolling the waterways be-
tween Long Son Island and the mainland.  
 
On 15 February 1966 the advance party from 1 Squadron arrived in Vietnam, followed by the rest of the squadron on 2 March. After a handover period, where per-
sonnel from 1 Squadron accompanied 3 Squadron on patrol, the latter left Vietnam in the third week of March. During its nine months "in country", 3 Squadron con-
ducted 134 patrols and tried and tested many of the techniques that would be used by later squadrons.  
 
3 Squadron returned to Vietnam for its second tour in February 1969. As with its previous tour the squadron patrolled across Phuoc Tuy province and into Bien Hoa 
province. Most time though was spent patrolling around the May Tao mountains. These and the other mountains in the north-east of Phuoc Tuy were enemy strong-
holds. The VC were located in a vast tract of jungle, which could not be isolated, outside the artillery and mortar range of the Australians at Nui Dat. It was the 
SAS's task to detect and report VC routes and at the start of December, 6RAR/NZ mounted a month-long operation to clear the May Tao moutains. The operation's 
success was a direct result of information gathered from SAS patrols.  
 
During this tour emphasis was on the SAS's reconnaissance role, rather than ambushing or other tasks. Indeed, the squadron's commander, Major Reginald Bees-
ley, kicked down the "kills boards" erected by other squadrons during earlier tours. "We were not there to kill people but to gain information," he later said.  
 

1 Squadron began arriving at Nui Dat during February 1970 and 3 Squadron left Vietnam for Australia on 18 February.  

3rd Squadron, Special Air Service Regiment  Vietnam 1966—1971 

An SASR patrol during Operation Coburg, South Vietnam 1968  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Operation_Coburg
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Editor’s Note  

Articles in all editions of the Military History Group Newsletter have been sourced from the Australian Government, Army, Navy and Airforce newspa-
pers, the Australian War Memorial Canberra via their web site, the Shrine of Remembrance web site and other various public information sites. Most 

articles have been précised to enable them to fit our publication.   

Japanese War Crimes Trials by Australian Courts 

In passing sentence on the accused the court is merely carrying out the laws of British and international justice. We are not taking our vengeance, but protecting 

society from the ravages of cruelty and imposing a sentence to act as a deterrent to others who, in the years to come, may be like minded. 

[Colonel J. L. McKinlay, Australian war crimes trials, Morotai, National Archives of Australia: A471, 80717.] 

Even before World War II ended Allied authorities began collecting evidence of war crimes committed by the Japanese in the countries they occupied. This culmi-

nated in a series of trials held throughout the Pacific between 1945 and 1951 which mirrored war crimes trials in Europe. 

There were three levels of trials conducted. A Class trials (conspiracy to wage and start war) saw twenty-eight high-ranking Japanese officers and politicians, in-
cluding Prime Minister Hideki Tojo, tried in Tokyo by the International Military Tribunal for the Far East. The IMTFE consisted of judges from eleven nations with an 

Australian High Court judge, William Webb, serving as president. 

Class B (violations of the laws and customs of war) and C (crimes against humanity) trials were held by national governments—Australia, Britain, China, France, 
Holland, Philippines and the United States—at various locations throughout the Pacific. In total 5 379 Japanese, 173 Formosans and 148 Koreans were tried. Of 

these 984 were sentenced to death, 475 to life imprisonment and 2 944 to some form of punishment. 

Neither the Japanese Emperor Hirohito, nor any member of his family, was tried in any category. 

The Australian B and C Class trials, which included crimes against prisoners of war and the execution of 
Allied air men, were conducted by military courts under the Australian War Crimes Act of 1945. They 
were held at Morotai, Wewak, Labuan, Rabaul, Darwin, Singapore, Hong Kong and Manus Island. In all, 
Australia conducted nearly three hundred trials, in which 924 Japanese servicemen were accused of 
war crimes. Of these, 644 were convicted and 148 were sentenced to death, although 11 had their 

sentences commuted. 

Execution was carried out by firing squad or by hanging. This was the first and only time that the Aus-
tralian military conducted executions. Indeed, such was the Australian inexperience that it was neces-

sary to ask for British advice on gallows and firing squads. 

Between June 1946 and July 1947 a total of 111 Japanese and Korean soldiers were convicted for 

crimes on the Thai–Burma railway in Singapore. Death sentences were given to 32 of these men. 

Among those tried were some of the most feared men on the railway. Sergeant Seiichi Okada, also 
known as 'Doctor Death' for his role as a medical orderly in the Hintok–Konyu area, was sentenced to 
ten years in prison in Singapore. The Korean Arai Koei, also known as the 'Boy Bastard', was sen-
tenced to death by hanging for his role in the ill-treatment of prisoners on the Burma side of the rail-

way. 

The Japanese soldiers who were sentenced to death reacted in different ways. Many maintained a pride in their service to the emperor. Lieutenant Seizo Tanaka, 
executed in 1946 on Morotai, wrote to a family member: “It is decided I will be shot 7 o'clock 6 mar. I was sentenced to death, but not because I did a shameful act. 

Rather I think it an honour for me … By my culture, I am resigned facing death”. 

Initially the Australian government maintained a prison on Manus Island, north of New Guinea, for Japanese prisoners. However, by 1953 all Japanese held in 

Australian camps had been returned to Japan to complete their sentences. 

The war crimes trials have been criticised, particularly in Japan, as 'victors' justice'. Certainly much 
of the punishment fell on relatively lowly ranked Japanese who had little control over issues such 
as the pace of work or supply of food and medicine to the prisoners. The trials have also been 
criticised on procedural grounds; such as the fact that evidence was taken from witnesses, includ-
ing POWs, who were not produced in court to be cross-examined. In addition, evidence that was 

prejudicial to the defendant but irrelevant to a particular case was introduced. 

Yet the trials were not necessarily a manifestation of vengeance: 280 of the 644 Japanese accused 
in Australian war crimes trials were acquitted. Moreover, victims of the Japanese, such as Stan 
Arneil and Lieutenant-Colonel E.E. 'Weary' Dunlop, did not call for reprisals against the Japanese. 

Many simply wanted to go home. Dunlop himself worked for post-war reconciliation with Asia. 

The war crimes trials have been criticised, particularly in Japan, as 'victors' justice'. Certainly much 
of the punishment fell on relatively lowly ranked Japanese who had little control over issues such 
as the pace of work or supply of food and medicine to the prisoners. The trials have also 
been criticised on procedural grounds; such as the fact that evidence was taken from 
witnesses, including POWs, who were not produced in court to be cross-examined. In 

addition, evidence that was prejudicial to the defendant but irrelevant to a particular case was introduced. 

Yet the trials were not necessarily a manifestation of vengeance: 280 of the 644 Japanese accused in Australian war crimes trials were acquitted. Moreover, vic-
tims of the Japanese, such as Stan Arneil and Lieutenant-Colonel E.E. 'Weary' Dunlop, did not call for reprisals against the Japanese. Many simply wanted to go 

home. Dunlop himself worked for post-war reconciliation with Asia. 

Two Australian military policemen guard Japanese 
prisoners outside the court on Labuan Island, Borneo, 
December 1945. All four were sentenced to death by 

shooting for their ill-treatment of prisoners  

Accused Japanese bow before the Australian court in Darwin, 

https://anzacportal.dva.gov.au/history/conflicts/thaiburma-railway-and-hellfire-pass/thaiburma-railway-and-hellfire-pass/enemy-0
https://anzacportal.dva.gov.au/history/conflicts/thaiburma-railway-and-hellfire-pass/events/building-hellfire-pass
https://anzacportal.dva.gov.au/history/conflicts/thaiburma-railway-and-hellfire-pass/events/surviving/sir-edward-weary-dunlop
https://anzacportal.dva.gov.au/history/conflicts/thaiburma-railway-and-hellfire-pass/events/surviving/sir-edward-weary-dunlop
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 A Windship Weapon Called Fu-Go Balloon or Fire Balloon (1944 to 1945): 

As the Nazi forces had been firing V2 rockets over the English Channel in September 1944, the Japanese also came up with their own version of ‘vengeance 

weapon’. Japanese military planners could not come up with intercontinental missiles, instead came up with a slower version, the balloon bombs. 

Japanese military technologists attached incendiary bombs to over 9,300 hydrogen balloons, each containing either a 15kg (33 lb) antipersonnel bomb or a 
12 kg (26 lb) incendiary bomb along with four 5 kg (11 lb) incendiary device. The balloons were supposed to travel 5,000 miles over the Pacific Ocean along 
the Tropospheric jet stream towards United States and drop bombs on the US and Canadian cities, farmlands and forests. Despite the Japanese designers 
had high hopes about the success of the Fu-Go Balloon bombs, only around 300 of these were found reaching United States causing only 6 deaths and very 

small amount of damage. This device had some psychological effects on the US citizens and triggered some panic.  

Geologist and historian David Rogers gave an explanation of the working principle of the Japanese Fire Balloon bombs. These were made of handcrafted paper 
made from a flowering plant species called Paper Mulberry, glued with potato flour and filled with expansive hydrogen gas. They had a diameter of 33 feet and 
could lift around 1,000 lbs. The deadly antipersonnel bomb was attached to a 64 foot long fuse that was designed to burn for 82 minutes before causing the deto-
nation. The balloons were delicately designed, so that when they ascended over 30,000 feet, they would release hydrogen and if the balloons dropped below 

30,000 feet, they would drop pairs of ballast sand bags. This mechanism used onboard altimeter and 

three dozen small sand filled ballast bags (3 to 7 lbs) hung from an aluminum wheel with four spokes. 

The first balloons were launched in 1944 and some of which landed in California on November 5, 1944. 
6 American campers, including 5 children were killed on March 5, 1945 when one of the Fu-Go Bal-
loons grounded in Oregon. The campers had been attempting to return to their camps through the 

forest and were caught by forest fire triggered by the Fu-Go. 

The US government restricted the media about this Japanese weapon to discourage the enemy. Ameri-
can public was made aware of Fu-Go after the WWII. The Japanese military policy makers abandoned 
the project in April, 1945 due to little or no visible outcome of the invested money. The Chemical Corps 
of US Army tested E77 Balloon Bombs in 1950 with biological munitions, a project inspired by the Japa-

nese Fu-Go. 

 

Gun cameras show balloons being shot down near the Aleutians  
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William Henry "Bill" Kibby, VC (15 April 1903 – 31 October 1942)   

Kibby joined the Second Australian Imperial Force during the Second World War. In 1942, he was a sergeant in 

the 2/48th Infantry Battalion, during the North African campaign. 

At the Second Battle of El Alamein, during the period of 23–31 October 1942, Kibby distinguished himself 
through his skill in leading a platoon, after his commander had been killed, during the initial attack at Miteiriya 
Ridge. On 23 October, he charged a machine gun position, firing at it with his Thompson submachine gun; Kibby 
killed three enemy soldiers, captured 12 others and took the position. His company commander intended to rec-
ommend him for the Distinguished Conduct Medal after this action, but was killed. During the following days, 
Kibby moved among his men directing fire and cheering them on. He mended his platoon's telephone line several 
times under intense fire. On 30–31 October, the platoon came 
under intense machine gun and mortar fire. Most of them were 
killed or wounded. In order to achieve his company's objective, 
Kibby moved forward alone, to within a few metres of the enemy, 
throwing grenades to destroy them. Just as his success in this 

endeavour appeared certain, he was killed. 

His Victoria Cross was awarded posthumously and is displayed at 

the Australian War Memorial. He is buried at the Commonwealth War Grave at El Alamein. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Victoria_Cross
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Australian_Imperial_Force
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sergeant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2/48th_Battalion_(Australia)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/North_African_campaign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_Battle_of_El_Alamein
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Miteiriya_Ridge&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Miteiriya_Ridge&action=edit&redlink=1
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Thompson_submachine_gun
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Distinguished_Conduct_Medal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Australian_War_Memorial
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RAIN 

Rain, midnight rain, nothing but the wild rain  
On this bleak hut, and solitude, and me  

Remembering again that I shall die  
And neither hear the rain nor give it thanks  
For washing me cleaner than I have been  

Since I was born into this solitude.  
Blessed are the dead that the rain rains upon:  
But here I pray that none whom once I loved  

Is dying tonight or lying still awake  
Solitary, listening to the rain,  

Either in pain or thus in sympathy  
Helpless among the living and the dead,  
Like a cold water among broken reeds,  
Myriads of broken reeds all still and stiff,  

Like me who have no love which this wild rain  
Has not dissolved except the love of death,  

If love it be for what is perfect and  
Cannot, the tempest tells me,   

disappoint. 

7 January, 1916 . 

Edward Thomas enlisted in the Artists Rifles (A London 
Regiment) in July 1915, despite being a mature mar-
ried man who could have avoided enlisting. He was 
unintentionally influenced in this decision by his friend 
Frost, who had returned to the U.S. but sent Thomas 
an advance copy of "The Road Not Taken". The poem 
was intended by Frost as a gentle mocking of indeci-
sion, particularly the indecision that Thomas had shown 
on their many walks together; however, most audienc-
es took the poem more seriously than Frost intended, 
and Thomas similarly took it seriously and personally, 
and it provided the last straw in Thomas' decision to 

enlist. 

Thomas was promoted to corporal, and in November 
1916 was commissioned into the Royal Garrison Artil-
lery as a second lieutenant. He was killed in action 
soon after he arrived in France at Arras on Easter 
Monday, 9 April 1917. To spare the feelings of his 
widow Helen, she was told the fiction of a "bloodless 
death" i.e. that Thomas was killed by the concussive 
blast wave of one of the last shells fired as he stood to 
light his pipe and that there was no mark on his body. 
However, a letter from his commanding officer Franklin 
Lushington written in 1936 (and discovered many years 
later in an American archive) states that in reality the 
cause of Thomas' death was being "shot clean through 

the chest". 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Artists_Rifles
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_Road_Not_Taken_(poem)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Corporal
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Garrison_Artillery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Royal_Garrison_Artillery
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Second_lieutenant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Battle_of_Arras_(1917)

